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WOODLAND GOBBLES
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This years garden festival features a truly 
playful feature: The metis woodland gobbles!

They are as unique as they are ridiculous – they 
resemble giant forms that are not easily 
described – a giant blobb perhaps? Their 
shapes seem to have literally risen from the 
ground and lore has it that they only appear in 
places of energy and atmosphere. 

In any case, they surely don‘t need a de�ned 
garden plot, but like to appear in groups.

Their material is familiar and usual: a grassy 
patch. They invite to a physical and emotional 
experience and foster imagination.

They are fuzzy characters and this is what 
makes them so irresistible. They make the old 
feel young again and the young – well, experi-
enced. Have you not imagined a gobble 
passing through the backyard when you where 
a child? 

They are the perfect companion: they o�er 
stability and hold, a shoulder to lean and a belly 
to sleep on, grassy hair to inspect and a better 
view from the top. 
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“métis gobbles”:  sewed & planted objects

zones with patches of additional vegetation (see p.2)



WOODLAND GOBBLESplantation partially 
surrounding gobbles:

plantaion on gobbles:

The gobbles are build from a tailored layer of 
structural polypropylene netting, which is then 
�lled with substrate used for green roo�ng. 
Their most inner belly can simply be �lled up 
with excarvation from other garden plots. 
Seeding material is attached to the gobbles 
with hydroseed technique or with pre-grown 
mats. Once the gobbles are green, they 
become a solid form.  An additional net helps 
to keep the structure in place to allow the 
plants to properly root and grow in until the 
forms are fully greened and reach their mature 
looks. Good fact: a gobble is 99% degradable 
and can be  reused on site.

It is known that gobbles adjust their outer coat 
to the habitat they �nd themselves in. But 
truthfully we believe that the gobble with 
sturdy and shade resistant woodland grass are 
the most common type native to the forest or 
its edges. 

japanese woodland grass 
(hakonechloa macra)

moss patches (hyphnum)

alchemilla

bunchberry (cornus canadensis)


